REQUIRED WINDOW REPLACEMENT WORKSHEET

Are you replacing bedroom windows?  
If yes, when complete will every bedroom have at least one opening to the outside  
of at least 5.7 sq. ft. including 20” minimum width and 24” minimum height?  
(Note: for replacement windows this opening may be achieved by removable sash.)

Are you replacing bathroom windows?  
If yes, will all glass installed within a tub or shower area be safety glazing?  
Will all glass installed within 60” in a straight line from the water’s edge of a tub,  
whirlpool, sauna, steam room, or shower be safety glazing?

Are you replacing windows in the vicinity of a stairway?  
If yes, will all glass within 36” vertically of all stairs and landings be safety glazed?  
Will all glass adjacent to and within 60” in any direction from the bottom tread of a  
stair be safety glazed?

Are you replacing windows adjacent to exterior swinging or sliding doors?  
If yes, will all glass installed within 24” of these doors be safety glazed?

Are you replacing windows within 18” of the floor?  
Will all individual panes larger than 9 sq. ft. this close to the floor be safety glazed?

Are you replacing windows with a sill height of less than 24” above the floor?  
If yes, and the window opening is more than 72” above finished grade outside, will  
every such window be provided with opening limiting devices?

If you are within the one-mile, wind-borne debris zone:  
- Replacement windows (window sash only) do not have to be hurricane glass.  
- If you are replacing the entire window unit in an existing house:  
  - hurricane glass is required OR  
  - ½” plywood cut and fit to cover the openings with permanent fasteners.

This worksheet is intended as a guide to assist the Building Official in determining code compliance.  
These questions and answers are not a comprehensive substitution for all window code requirements. The  
Building Official will expect the final installation to be consistent with the answers provided on this  
worksheet. The applicant is required to sign and date below.

Applicant: ___________________________ Date: ___________________